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Happy New Year!
I am really looking forward to 2011.
Even though there are
no signs of an improving
economy, I’m excited for
the outlook of our company. The companies
that couldn’t make it
through the tough times
have already gone out of
business, which includes
several
competitors.
This is a terrific opportunity to pick up new clients. Our high quality
and excellent customer
service is fairly well
known in the industry,
and I plan on some major ad campaigns this
year to continue that.
There’s not much more
to improve on, so it’s
time to grow. That is
what the next two years
is about. I say two years
because it doesn’t hap-

pen over night, but I am
very optimistic what we
can accomplish in the
near future.
I owe our success to the people who
work here. It’s a terrific
place to come to work. I
wish I could spend more
time knowing each and
every one of you. People that have been with
us a long time I know
quite well. Some I have
become close friends
with.
Some feel like
family.
Others are
friendly faces with just a
smile or small talk and
short
conversations,
which greatly help on
the days that are worse
than others.
I look back at
the past 10+ years and
I’m amazed at how all of
us have grown, includ-

ing me. I was looking
through our first company newsletter and
said, “Wow”. Not many
of you were around for
it, and those who were
probably don’t remember it. It’s a terrific one
to read, which is why I
wanted you to see my
first Message. But other
articles in it are so important and great reading. As a matter of fact,
I’ll have it posted to our
Employee Section of the
company website for
you to see if interested.
Let’s have a bang up
year.
By: Robert A. Malmud

The Very First Ever Message From Our President—By Robert A. Malmud
MAXimum Research, Inc.
was incorporated on February 4,
2000. I started the company after
successfully co-owning and operating another market research firm
called Tele-Research Center in
Philadelphia.
So the questions should be;
How did I get into market research?

Why did I leave Tele-Research and
start MAXimum Research? Why
Cherry Hill? Why MAXimum Research? I thought it would be appropriate to give you insight on our existence,. Whether you’re writing
about business trends, a fundraiser
or recipes, deliver punchy, tightly
written news that’s easy to read and
understand.

The Secret of My Success
It may be hard to believe,
but I started at the age of fifteen as
an interviewer at a market re–
search firm in Philadelphia
(Continued on Page 6)
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Introducing… -

MAXimum News

By Jason Saylor

Hi! I wanted to introduce myself to everyone. I am Jason Eric Saylor and just recently joined the MAX
team as a Sales Person.
I have been in the MR industry for over fifteen years now. I actually started my career with Rob and
several of the admin staff as an Interviewer at Tele Research in Philadelphia, Pa. During my career in MR I
have been an interviewer, monitor,
supervisor and lead supervisor of the
night shift.

After college, I went into the Data
Processing and spent the past ten
years at a firm in Springfield, PA.
I am married and currently
have one child and reside in Skippack, PA. I work with a local youth
group in my spare time and enjoy
other great family activities. I look
forward to working and growing with
the MAX team in the upcoming year!

Remembering Robbie… -

By Jen Carson

burg. His unexpected and early departure due to cancer deeply affected
our whole company. Those of us who
had the pleasure of knowing him and
working alongside him will always
remember him , his wonderful view
on life and his comic relief .

At this year’s holiday party, we paid
tribute to one of our first and most
loyal interviewers, Robbie Romes-

A plaque will be displayed in the
phone room commemorating his life
and work as MAXimum Research’s
longest standing interviewer.

Top Ten Reasons Robbie Should Grow a Beard—By Robbie Romesburg (from an unpublished 2008 Newsletter)
10) I wanna be Amish by Monday, I got my
first full winter utility bill, that’s it no more
electricity.

6) Grow it long enough I can stuff the
beard in either ear when it gets loud “on
the floor”.

9) No more waitresses saying, “What did
you want lady?” when they approach me
from behind.

5) I heard Roy Jin’s back, a disguise,
cause I owe him $.

8) I wanna look like Charles Manson, so
people in line at convenience stores say,
“you go ahead”.
7) I grew it cause I'm too old to wear my
pants “ Down Low” and besides if I did,
showing Depends is only a turn on for
women in nursing homes.

4) New place to hide the alcohol pads/
pens I’m stealing.
3) No more “can I see some ID kid?” when
I buy smokes.
2) If I spill something at my station I can
sop it up.

And the Top Reason for Robbie to grow a
beard is…………………………………….
1) If I do go back to doing stand-up
comedy, no more “ Aren’t you that
comedian…..Who Sucked.”
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10 Years of Technology—By Brian Carson
As MAXimum Research’s
one & only IT Manager, I have
been here for all the beta tests,
system upgrades, failed conversions,
&
countless
technomysteries. For my article, I decided it was only fitting to reflect
back on the past ten years & then
talk about where the next 10 are
heading.
In October of 2000, MAXimum Research consisted of 3 HP
servers. The phone room consisted entirely of Windows 95 stations, booting directly to a DOS
prompt. There was no internet,
office, games, etc.; just plain black
& white text displays. The few staff
here were all running Windows
2000, besides Rob, who was special enough to get Windows ME.
In early 2002 we reached
the 50 user limit for Novell & that
prompted the first large scale network change. We upgraded to a
Windows 2000 Domain, & started
introducing some Windows 98
PCs to the interviewing floor. We
also started using CfMC 7.2.6 running on Windows 2000 server at
that time. To handle the web traffic
of the increasing admin staff, we
upgraded our internet bandwidth
to a full blown T1. This also marks
the year I discovered we could
use modems to autodial numbers
& we have never looked back
since that day.
2003-2004 we added several new servers into the mix. During the summer of 2003 the company's new website was designed.
The biggest changes were seen
both in the phone room & in the
basement. by late 2004. Most of
the DOS computers were gone & a
few Windows XP machines started

to appear. Downstairs, construction was completed on the Elite
room.
In 2005 I successfully upgraded the CfMC server to a top
of the line system. We migrated
from 7.2.6 to 7.6s. I also added
several new servers covering web
security, a web interview package
called QueryWeb, & upgraded the
2000 Domain to an Active Directory Domain.
In 2006, we introduced the
Digital Recording System. CfMC
received another upgrade, in the
form of version 7.7 & the larger,
more complex projects came
along with it. There were very
little IT changes in 2007 & 2008.
Besides some repairs & a projector in the conference room, the
only large addition was the standalone tape drive, capable of handling 7 days worth of backup
tapes at once.
The most significant year
in recent IT history was 2009. We

were introduced to Linux, Putty, &
CfMC 8.1 & we got the chance to
really develop new applications &
systems based on the Linux Kernel. 2009 also marks the transition
from analog telephone lines to
Voice Over IP (VoIP). With the
change to VoIP we gained features
like caller-ID, remote offices, direct dial lines, forwarding calls to
cell phones, & voice mails emailed
to you as wav files.
In 2010 I added 2 new
servers to replace several old file
servers & six servers were consolidated into one large 4 Terabyte server with real-time backup
to a second 4TB server. We also
introduced Windows 7 to the company & a few staff members have
already received new PCs at their
desk with Microsoft's latest &
greatest.
What will 2011 hold?
There are several projects the IT
department may work on… we
might convert all the phone room
PCs to terminals... or may invest in
a true predictive dialer, which
would dial 1000's of numbers an
hour & only transfer live calls… or
we could virtualize the remaining
servers, saving on maintenance
time, electricity & cooling costs,
as well as replacement hardware.
Maybe something else will
take center stage next year & the
IT department will again be
"breaking" stuff for the greater
good. No matter what, it will be
something exciting & I hope everyone is looking forward to it like I
am.
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Year End Awards—By Katrina Friend
I would like to announce this
year’s award recipients….

For Outstanding
Quality
Amarie Charbonier
For Highest Cumulative Production on
Dayshift
Jazzelle Concepcion

5 Years of Service
Tayon Parker
10 Years of Service
Katrina Clancy
Sheryll Moskovitz
Brian Carson
Beth Dworkin
Jen Carson
Pam Thomas

And the Employee of the
Year for 2010 goes
to……
Brian Carson
Congratulations everyone!!! You all did an exceptional job this year and your
hard work and dedication is
very much appreciated!!

For Highest Cumulative Production on
Nightshift
Jen Hammond

MAXimum Research Hall of Fame...
Throughout the last decade, we
have had many excellent employees, but there have only been one
every year who has been recognized as the one who has excelled
in their position and gone above
and beyond to make MAXimum
Research successful. You can always look for inspiration in their
names on our award wall in the
phone room.
Here are our past Employees of

the Year:

2007—Justin Hughes

2000—Bev Harris

2008—Rob Williams

2001—Danielle DiTizio

2009—Kristen Felici

2002—Linda Hughes

2010—Brian Carson

2003—Guinevere Gartland

Who will be the 2011 Employee of
the Year? It’s early; everyone has
plenty of time to make those good
impressions! Good Luck!

2004—Alex Krutzke
2005—Donna Tipton
2006—Joan Kelly
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Holiday Party
Picture Highlights
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(Continued from Front Page) - First Message from the President
called RSVP Interviewing Services at
a starting rate of $2.85 an hour. I immediately became a top producer
for the company. Only a year later, I
was promoted to assistant supervisor. After high school, I remained
with RSVP as a supervisor while attending Temple University. I learned
quite a bit running the night shift for
all these years.
In 1992, I graduated Temple
and started a new market research
firm with two partners. We named
the company Tele-Research Center.
It was an interesting partnership.
Both my partners’ knew nothing
about market research, but were
much older and more experienced
than I in running a company. There
experience was in telemarketing
and fundraising. Between my market
research background and their experience running a phone room, we
started TRC. My responsibility was
two-fold. Besides managing the projects and staff, I was responsible for
the sales. My partners had a big task
as well. They had to teach me the
business world and how to sell our
services. I was only 22 when we
started the company, and I was totally inexperienced in sales. But I
had one positive. I knew what was
right and wrong in running a market
research telephone room.

(NCO Tele-Research). A year later,
NCO began purchasing several
other companies, including a market
research firm that was double the
size of Tele-Research. This purchase
meant the end of my authority, which
meant the end of running the company my way. Tele-Research had an
excellent reputation for quality work
and good customer service. Once I
was no long in charge, these issues
were not as much as a concern compared to the bottom line. I left the
company two years later to begin a
new market research firm where I
can concentrate on building a wellrespected research firm.

A New Beginning

And Then There Was MAX

In 1995, Tele-Research was
elected to the top 100 fastest growing privately owned companies in
the Philadelphia and S. Jersey area.
In addition to data collection by telephone, we started a second company that focused on primary research. This was a company that actually became a client to the part
company (TRC). It took several
years to become successful, but it
was well worth it. On January 30,
1997 we sold out data collection firm
and full service department to NCO,
one of the largest collection agencies in the world. I became the divisional heard of market research

The spelling of the company
name looks apparent, but it’s not.
Most people see that we focus on
giving our clients’ maximum service
and quality research. The capital
MAX is an intelligent way of focusing
on the powerful strength of the company. Maybe capital MAX means we
are a large company. These are all
true. But that’s not all. For those of
you who have been working here for
a long time probably have seen a
little guy two feet tall running up and
down the hallway. You may see this
boy in the reception area trying to
top over the bubble machine. Or
possibly sitting in Katrina’s chair

Home Sweet Home
Last year, I had many
choices to make when starting a new
market research firm. First, where
can I build a quality data collection
company? Actually, this was an easy
decision. I wanted to build the company in an area surrounding the best
schools, an upper class neighborhood, a city that didn’t have any
other companies like mine, and last,
close to home. MAXimum Research
is the largest market research firm in
Cherry Hill, NJ in only one year of
business. We currently employ over
100 full and part time workers.

waiting for the day he can run the
company. Well that’s my son. His
name is Max. Get it? Now you know
why we capitalize MAX in maximum.
Not just for all the other reasons, but
his name gave me the idea for the
name MAXimum Research.

Stand Out from the Crowd
MAXimum Research will
continue to grow and be a major
force in the market research industry. In only one year, we have developed an excellent reputation for the
services we offer. We believe in hiring capable people, like you, so we
can give the clients top quality research. In addition, we offer the best
customer service in the industry.
Believe me, I know. We bend over
backwards for our clients because
they deserve it. It’s unfortunate all
companies in America don’t feel the
same way. I couldn’t tell you how
many times I called a service person
for a quote or to perform a job, and
something goes wrong. Try to get
them to return your call(s). This is
one thing I hate. SO I have pledged
to be the total opposite of this. So far,
we have retained 100% of our clients.

It Can Happen to You
Each and every one of the
staff members has been in a lower
position in the industry. All of us
have been day or night interviewers
some time in our careers. But as you
can see, hard work pays off. As we
continue to expand, I hope you can
be part of our team and the future of
MAXimum Research. Just think. It’s
not unreasonable to be an interviewer, and one day to out to be a
computer programmer, project director, operations manager, or even
an owner.
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A Decade of MAXimum Research
Extra-Curricular Activities
MAXimum Research has also appreciated it’s employees and knows it’s
important to have happy productive
people in order to be successful.
Here is a sampling of the fun we have
shared in the name of MAXimum Research:

Spirit Week
Haunted Hayrides
Wildwood Trips
Kickball
Halloween Costume Contests

Holiday Parties
Staff v Interviewer Softball Games
Get Togethers
Phone Room Contests
Bowling
BBQs
Happy Hours

Proud to Be Providing
Market Research
for Over 10 Years!

The MAXimum Research Team
Brian Carson—Director of IT & Data Services

Angel Littel—Monitor / Trainer

Jen Carson—Office Manager/Admin. Assistant

Jaime Louden—Night Monitor

Amy Charbonier—Night Monitor / QA Assistant

Kenny McFadden—Programmer

Andrew Cohen—Night Supervisor

Jim Merna—Night Supervisor

Katrina Friend—Director of WATS / Programmer

Robert Malmud—President

Danielle DiTizio—Jr. Project Director

Chris Monaco—Account Executive

Beth Dworkin—HR / Client Services

Sheryll Moskovitz—Director of Projects

Guinevere Gartland— Project Director

Tayon Parker—QA Assistant

Shannon Hall—Day Shift Manager

Jason Saylor—Account Executive

Jen Hammond—Night Monitor

Pam Thomas—Quality Assurance Manager

Shamire Harris—Receptionist

Oliver Zuchowski—Validations

Pat Jordan—Night Supervisor

